HOMINY VALLEY ELEM SCHOOL
HVE SCHOOL STORE 2021

ORDER BY DECEMBER 6

$16.99  BSN SPORTS Phenom Long Sleeve T-Shirt
Available in 2 other colors.

$12.99  BSN SPORTS Phenom Short Sleeve T-Shirt
Available in 2 other colors.

$32.99  BSN SPORTS Recruit Hoody

$16.99  BSN SPORTS Women’s Phenom LS T-Shirt
Available in 2 other colors.

$12.99  BSN SPORTS Women’s Phenom SS T-Shirt
Available in 2 other colors.

$16.99  BSN SPORTS Women’s Phenom LS T-Shirt
Available in 2 other colors.

$32.99  BSN SPORTS Women’s Phenom SS T-Shirt
Available in 2 other colors.

$12.99  BSN SPORTS Women’s Phenom SS T-Shirt
Available in 2 other colors.

$26.99  BSN Sports Youth Recruit Hood
Youth Available in 1 other color.

$9.99   Gildan Adult 5.3oz T-Shirt
Youth Available in 1 other color.

$9.99   Gildan Youth 5.3oz Cotton T
Youth Available in 1 other color.

MTS Customer Support - ref # 7902155
1-800-749-3813 | myteamshop@bsnsports.com
Team Coordinator Rebecca McCord rebecca.mccord@bcsemail.org

Access Code
HVE2021
www.bsnteamsports.com

Click Here To SHOP NOW
Order 11/16 to 12/6

No orders will be accepted after the deadline.